
David and his friends stumbled outside of the bar, as they made it to Johnny's car everyone 

looked at each other in confusion. No one was sober enough to drive. But everyone wanted to go 

home. After a random vote it was decided that David would be the one to drive. He took the 

keychain out of his pocket and fumbled around with them for a couple seconds finding the right 

key to unlock his car. After everyone staggered into the car almost like a group of zombies, 

David saw a familiar vehicle park in front of them. As David switched gears, and the car began 

to slowly accelerate one of his friends yelled “Stop the car idiot!” Getting enough of David’s 

attention to notice that their friend and designated driver Warren finally arrived. A person they 

could always rely on to not smoke, vape or drink. The perfect designated driver. Despite being 

very drunk, David at least now knew he would get home safe. And he gave out a huge sigh of 

relief. After David and friends shambled into Warren's car, they finally began their trip home. 

And this was instantly met with drunken small talk between everyone. Like all teengers would 

do, this basically leads to everyone taking out their phones, sharing their instagram and snapchat 

stories with each other and making new ones to show all their followers. David, finding a post he 

found really funny showed it off to everyone in the back seat, which was met with laughter. He 

then nudged warren in the shoulder telling him to quickly look over. Warren looked over to see 

what David wanted to show him as all he had to do was go straight, however within the corner of 

his eye he noticed something. A deer had found its way onto the road and Warren panicked and 

turned the car to the left and slammed on the brakes only to be met with another pair of 

headlights. The next thing anyone David could remember was waking up in a hospital room with 

a worried family surrounding him. David asked “how is everyone else” to be met with “everyone 

but Warren survived”. David laid in the hospital bed in pure shock, not moving almost like a 

statue as he took that as he was the one to get Warren killed. Afterall he was the one to distract 



Warren in the first place. But he could barely remember anything else since they were so drunk 

that night. But he did not tell anyone, not wanting to be frowned upon by all his friends and 

family. However that guilt that he had burned inside of him like a fire, a wildfire which he could 

not put out but only grew and spread. Seeing the reaction of Warren's friends and family only 

fueled this fire. As he believed he could have prevented it if he just didn't show him that phone 

for that 3 second mark. All of David’s friends at school noticed a huge shift in his attitude, he 

never wanted to go out anymore and was a lot less outgoing than normal. David never really 

spoke up about his mental situation to others, instead doing his best to put on a false persona in 

which he tried his best to seem normal. However no one knew what David was truly going 

through, and no one was able to help. Elijah was on his way to David's house, as recently they 

were put together in a project, and needed some extra time to work on it. They decided to work 

in the morning. However, when no one answered the door he began to ring the bell. Hearing 

someone walking down the stairs, he assumed it was David. However all he heard was a loud 

scream from his mom. Looking through the window worried. All he could see was David, 

lifeless on the floor surrounded by empty pill bottles. 


